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Gold as an inflation hedge
Despite what many ancient alchemists may claim, you cannot create any more units of gold from
lead. You have to resort to good old fashioned mining. Ultimately what this means is that gold is
difficult to debase as a commodity. In contrast, simply turning up the dial on the quantitative easing
press introduces a wave of inflationary pressures on bog standard paper money. Useful as a tool
for controlling economic concerns, unhelpful for certain investors looking to generate decent real
returns. It is therefore generally believed that gold is one way of hedging against rises in inflation.
Given this widely held view one would assume that accessing and investing in gold is a relatively
straightforward exercise. Many of the gold ETFs certainly back this assumption up with the
physically-backed SPDR Gold Shares ETF holding a staggering 937 tonnes somewhere in vaults
beneath the streets of London. However, when it comes to investing in securities that reference the
gold futures directly it is important to consider the costs associated with rolling the current contract.
Futures roll costs
A futures curve that is upwards sloping represents a scenario where longer-dated contracts are more
expensive than nearer-dated contracts. There may be several reasons why this can be, and in the
case of gold it is generally associated with the cost of carrying the physical position. As you can
imagine warehousing gold in vaults doesn’t come cheap, and the interest foregone on the cash tied
up in purchasing the asset means that overall carry costs can add up.
In order to build a product that references gold futures we first need to purchase the nearest contract.
This obviously has a maturity date and come the time of expiry we are required to sell the existing
contract and buy the more expensive one further out along the curve.
This process, along with any commission charged each time we sell and then purchase, is what we
call our futures roll costs.
Call overwriting
The call overwriting strategy is an efficient way of enhancing the overall long exposure to gold whilst
dampening the effects of the roll costs. To create a call overwriting strategy we follow the below
steps:
1)

Enter into a long position on gold by purchasing the nearby futures contract. This is
represented by the dashed red line in the below diagram.
Rationale: gaining long exposure in gold

2)

As we enter into a long futures position we simultaneously sell a call option contract on
gold, matching the above futures contract expiry. We can choose the strike of our call
option to match our investment views. This is represented by the dashed blue line in the
below diagram.
Rationale: generating value from the volatility premium and theta decay
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As time passes we periodically roll both the futures contract and call options so that the maturities match.
By selling the call options we generate premiums for our strategy (we are being paid for taking the upside risk). It is these premiums that allow
us to benefit from an outperformance versus the underlying long futures position as shown by the shaded blue area in the diagram below.
Being short the call means we have to compensate the buyer if the underlying gold price finishes above the OTM strike level. The long gold
futures position allows us to fulfil this obligation. This combination of elements effectively serves to cap us on the upside.
We can however choose where we cap our upside by selecting the appropriate OTM strike level on the call we sell. For example, for a
particularly bullish view we would choose to push the strike level further OTM. The premium on this OTM call option would of course be lower
but that is the trade-off for having a cap on the upside much higher.
Conversely, a slightly more bearish approach would have us writing OTM options with lower strikes, generating higher premiums and capping
us at a lower gold price. Hence, you can see how versatile this strategy is in accommodating different investor views.

Conclusion
If you are looking for a straightforward long exposure to gold then one of the existing gold ETF securities is probably the best way forward,
however if you believe that gold will appreciate but not “shoot the lights out”, a superior risk adjusted return could be in the format of the call
overwriting strategy. The beauty of this strategy is that you can tailor the strikes on the calls to fit with your investment view.
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